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SANZAF
WALLOWING IN FISQ AND
FUJOOR
While Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
“Every sport of the Mu’min is haraam”,
and while the Qur’aan repeatedly says:
“The life of this dunya is but play and amusement while the abode of the
Aakhirah is best for those who fear (Allah). What have you no
intelligence?”
this miserable entity leeching on the Zakaat and Lillah contributions of
moron Muslims who are bereft of Aqal(intelligence) organizes a satanic
‘Pre-Ramadhan Picnic’ bedevilled with a host of haraam activities. Listed
on its advert are the following haraam misdeeds:
Treasure hunt, face painting, clowns, mendi artisit, movies, pony rides,
garden party, braai competition, etc. The ‘live thikr’ which SANZAF has
included in its shaitaani programme is a kufr mockery of the Deen.
Mentioning the Name of Allah Ta’ala in this haraam setting is like reciting
Bismillaah when devouring pork or drinking liquor.
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Since SANZAF believes that all these haraam activities are halaal, it
thereby confirms its kufr and irtidaad. These people are not Muslims. The
benefit of professing to be Muslims is the boodle which flows in millions
of rands into its haraam coffers.
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It is indeed lamenting that Muslims fail to apply their intelligence when
contributing their Zakaat and Lillaah. Perhaps this lackadaisical attitude is
the effect of their haraam wealth. When a man’s earnings are haraam, then
he develops the satanic craving for squandering it in haraam avenues.
SANZAF is a haraam avenue.
Zakaat entrusted to these murtaddeen is not discharged. Those who have
paid their Zakaat to this miscreant entity should again pay. While the
Ummah is suffering and aflame in many parts of the world, these
shayaateenul ins organize haraam merrymaking picnics and parties where
they clown and prance like monkeys indulging in fisq and fujoor. Just
imagine? Muslims painting their faces like circus clowns and clowning to
entertain Iblees and his league!
While the Qur’aan commands: “Laugh little and cry much”, SANZAF
organizes the exact opposite with its satanic clowning antics. This type of
SANZAF clowning is worse than zina. The zaani understand the notoriety
and villainy of zina and gains the taufeeq for Taubah. But SANZAF and
the participating morons in refutation of the Shariah indulge recklessly and
publicly in haraam acts which they believe to be halaal. Thus, they do not
ever resort to Taubah for their villainous perpetrations.
The Ulama are guilty of gross dereliction of duty by adopting silence. The
crimes of SANZAF are exceptionally grave. The silence of the Ulama
convey the idea of permissibility to a moron public. On the day of
Qiyaamah, these silent Ulama who shirk their Waajib obligation of Amr Bil
Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar will be loaded with the collective sins of
SANZAF and the clowns who participate in picnics of clownery and
coonery.
The picnic of SANZAF is evil, satanic and haraam from beginning to end,
including the mockery of the ‘live thikr’ item.

